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Documentary Treatment / Proposal: The American Worker Film Project 
 

The American Worker Film Project 
 

The American Worker Film Project is a collective self-portrait of working Americans that 
speaks to unity, character and the importance of each and every American to the 
prosperity of our country. It is a film for the American worker, about the American 
worker and made by the American worker.  Without the American worker there is no 
economy for the American worker.  
 
The film gathers images of American workers, from all walks of life, submitted to us 
through a national contest. In this way we are creating a nation-wide, collaborative film. 
We also hope to fund some of the production costs in this same way, making a film that 
is truly made by and for the American worker. It speaks to unity in a way no other film 
can. 
 
The film will feature portraits of American workers such as miners, police officers, 
lawyers, workers in big box stores, secretaries, and corporate managers in clean starched 
shirts, sleeves rolled up, ready to work. We will show modern American factory workers, 
teachers, salesmen, and laborers. We will show as diverse a spectrum of the American 
work force as we can. Intercut with individual portraits, lines of workers from all walks 
of life, arms linked together in solidarity. They will stand proudly in front of factories, 
across farm fields and in the parking lots of gleaming corporate offices. These images 
will be set to a custom written song of solidarity entitled “We Are The 99.” 
 
These moving portraits will be placed in perspective with facts about today’s economic 
reality, the fall of the middle class, the burgeoning numbers of working poor, and the 
growing gap between working Americans and the extremely wealthy. Interviews with 
experts on economics and social economics will combine with engaging and creative 
graphics and animations that will help illustrate relevant information. 
 
Economic facts are included to be informative and unifying, and to recognize that the 
American worker is an integral part of the prosperity of our nation. We want to create a 
sense that each and every one of us is part of something bigger than just ourselves. 
 
Historical footage will help us gain insight into the sacrifices that previous generations 
made to create an American standard of living that was, and still is, the envy of the world 
even as it is now in jeopardy.  
 
By showcasing the pride of American workers, by uniting people through a group 
sourced film, we hope to reinforce the message that if we all stick together, we can assure 
that the American Dream remains alive and well for future generations. 
 



Implementation 
 

The Contest 
The American Worker Film Project will incorporate images that “depict the spirit of the 
American worker” solicited through an on-line contest from all corners of the United 
States. The contest will provide “portraits” of American workers as well as entry fees that 
will go directly to funding the production. In this way, the film is not only about the 
American worker, it is made by the American worker. 
 
The contest will run for two months or longer. 
 
Production of other elements 
As described in the treatment, the film will also incorporate staged scenes of worker 
solidarity using real people. The film will include interviews with experts, historical 
footage from the National Archives and other sources, as well as professionally created 
graphics and/or animations.   
 
All of these elements will be produced by film and video professional crews using 
professional equipment under the direction of Rocketman Films Inc. 
 
Viral Marketing Partners  
Regional and state film offices, supportive organizations, photo and video clubs, as well 
as unions will be instrumental in creating national social media presence and public 
awareness. The campaign will be built through direct links to partner websites, Facebook 
links, Twitter feeds and a series of direct and coordinated press releases. Public 
awareness is pivotal to the success of the contest and the film. 
 
To date we have secured partnering commitments from the following organizations: 
 
Film Indiana (Indiana Economic Development Corporation) 
The Independent/ Independent-Magazine.org 
Better World.com 
Colorado Film Office 
Santa Barbara Film Commission 
Metro Orlando Film Commission 
Rhode Island Film Office 
Florida Film Office 
Maryland Film Office 
Pittsburg Film Office 
New York Film Office 
Massachusetts Film Office 
National Jobs for all Coalition 
Illinois Film Office 
Movie Maker Magazine 
World Blue 
South Carolina Film Commission 



University Film Video Association 
Philadelphia Film Society 
Full Sail Brewing Company 
Savannah Film Commission 
Houston Film Office 
 
We are in discussion with: 
 
The Aspen Institute 
USW 
CWA 
UAW 
American Rights at Work 
Working America (AFLCIO non profit) 
Jobs for Justice 
Philadelphia Unemployment project 
National Employment Law Project 
CB&I 
WL Gore 
North Carolina Film Office 
Virginia Film Office 
U.S. Federation of Worker Cooperatives 
And others 
 
Legal 
Rocketman Films has hired a consultant on Internet contests and sweepstakes to assure 
that the contest meets all federal and state legal requirements and to advise us on contest 
management before launch. 
 
Viral Propagation 
Because of the initial web based awareness campaign, the completed film will be a 
known entity to our viral marketing partners and people across the nation who interact 
with them, creating increased chances of the film going viral.  
 
Non-profit designation 
Rocketman Films Inc. is negotiating with the Greater Philadelphia Film Office for a 
501C3 fiscal sponsorship, giving us a non-profit status. A designation as a GPFO 501C3 
sponsored project will certainly lend credibility to the American Worker Film Project and 
help recruit more marketing and public awareness partners as well as financial backers. 
 
Distribution 
A final film will be offered to media outlets and distributors. A percentage of profits from 
any sale or distribution deal can be directed to those organizations that provided financial 
contributions to The American Worker Film Project. 
 
Phases of Production 



The American Worker Film Project will be produced in two phases: a short teaser/trailer 
and a long run film of either 30 minutes or one hour. 
 
The American Worker Short  
Funded entirely by the contest, the first phase will be a short 2-4 minute trailer-teaser 
featuring the collected images of American workers, set to music and interlaced with 
facts and figures to deliver a message of unity and an awareness of the workers integral 
importance to the economy. The short will be released on Labor Day.    
 
The American Worker Broadcast 30 Minute Film 
With funding, a full 30-minute broadcast film will be completed. Target release date will 
be mid to late October. 
 
Full length 60 minute Film 
If enough funding materializes, a one-hour documentary will be made. 
 


